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Revolutionize care  
management at  
your health plan
Remove blind spots in post-acute care 
with the latest solution from WellSky’s 
award-winning predictive analytics team

Expand your reach and improve member care with actionable data

Improve patient outcomes
Use real-time, member-level 

health updates to collaborate with 
network providers to proactively 

prevent adverse outcomes.

Drive savings
Use insights into care setting 
suitability to improve member 

satisfaction and reduce  
wasteful spending.

Prioritize resources
Ensure your care management 
resources make the greatest 

impact by identifying and 
intervening with high-risk 

members.
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WellSky® Real-Time Insights
WellSky Payer Analytics Suite

Learn how WellSky Real-Time Insights can fundamentally change 
the way your care management team operates. Connect with a 
WellSky expert today.
sales@wellsky.com | 1-855-wellsky | wellsky.com/demo

The WellSky® Payer Analytics Suite includes 
solutions that enable payers to connect directly 
with network providers to gain real-time member 
insights. Our award-winning predictive analytics 
tools enable care and network management 
teams to use actionable data to fundamentally 
change the way they coordinate care for members 
and manage networks. With WellSky Real-Time 
Insights and WellSky Network Insights, payers can 
scale their programs and proactively reach more 
at-risk members to improve outcomes at every 
level. 

Real-time insights into data that can 
make a difference
Lack of actionable data for home-based care has 
historically created blind spots for health plans and 
network management teams. These blind spots 
lead to wasteful spending and can negatively impact 
member health outcomes. WellSky Real-Time Insights 
connects you directly with home care agencies in 
your network, enabling your team to take a proactive 
and collaborative approach to care management. 
With WellSky, you gain insight into data for members 
receiving care from network home health agencies. 
With real-time visibility into member data, you can:
• Identify at-risk members
• Ensure care setting suitability
• Monitor utilization and member progress
• Expand the reach of your care management 

resources without increasing staff

Visibility into whole-person care
Whole-person care is critical for improving health 
outcomes. In addition to comorbidity data to help 
you address chronic conditions, WellSky Real-Time 
Insights allows your team to account for each 
connected member’s social well-being with up-to-date 
information on nutrition, housing, and social support 
needs. 

Reduce administrative burdens
Member data is automatically updated as network 
agencies enter clinical information into their EHR. This 
means your care management team gains real-time 
visibility into member data without having to upload 
documents. Receive custom notifications that alert 
you for scenarios when a:
• Member’s health is on the decline
• Network agency misses a scheduled visit
• Member is discharged
• Change in a social health indicator is detected
• Change in hospitalization risk is detected
This data allows you to prioritize resources for at-risk 
or rising-risk members.

With WellSky, you gain insight into 
data for members receiving care from 
network home health agencies. Our 
analytics capabilities include:
• Hospitalization risk  

predictions

• Care setting  
suitability

• Utilization  
insights

• Patient progress

• Social support needs
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